/(*)<*å (1+Z) /(1-2)S+S l//(z)<z \\+zT/(1-zy-".
These estimates are sharp, and all the upper bounds for the coefficients of /(z) and ]//(z) are attained by the function
Furthermore we have, for |z)=r<l, (1.5)
(1-6) (1.7)
(1.8) Ihe left-hand equalities of (2.10),(2-ll) are attained in |z]<{(s--|/s2-qz/q)}1/k by the function (2-7) provided q-^0, and the other equalities are all attained in |z|<l by the same function.
PROOF. By using the equalities (2-2),(2.3), we obtain at once (2-8),(2-9),(2-ll) and (2.12) from the corresponding inequalities of Lemma 1. Next from (2-9) and (2.ll) we obtain (2-10).
The satements concerning equalities are evident. THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, /* (z) is q-valent and starlike of order q with respect to the origin for (2-13) \z\<Ks-i/s^q2)/q )}V*
Kdichi SAKAGUCHI provided <?^0, and this bound is sharp. This is an immediate consequence of (2-12). § 3. Functions of order p/k on an average in k symmetric directions.
A function f(_z) with an expansion of the form (1.l) is said to be normalized and of order p/k on an average in ik symmetric directions, if either (1) fQz) is regular in |z|^l and has no zeros except at the origin and there exist k symmetric rays aigw=0+2nn/k (fl: a real constant)
, »=0,l, ,k-1, which are cut/" times in all by the image curve of the circle \ z\ =1 under tt>=/(z)> or (2) Making use of this lemma, we obtain following theorems just as in the preceding section. 
